
OD	260/230 Max Qia BACC	2
Minimum 0.92 0.14 0.06
Q1 1.47 0.92 0.88
Median 1.64 1.08 1.33
Q3 1.78 1.35 1.62
Maximum 2.97 2.86 2.90

Q1-Minimum 0.55 0.78 0.82
Q1 1.47 0.92 0.88
Median-Q1 0.17 0.16 0.46
Q3-Median 0.14 0.27 0.29
Maximum-Q3 1.20 1.52 1.28
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1.  Abstract 
High molecular weight genomic desoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the basic building block and essential in order to obtain long DNA sequencing reads in the context of genetic analysis. 
The treatment bevor and during extraction plays a key role in the preservation of the purity and integrity of genomic DNA. Commercially available kits are mainly developed for human 
specimens and there are rarely recommendations for use in veterinary medicine. Based on this lack of infromation, EDTA whole blood from four different sepcies was taken; Equus 
caballus, Bos taurus, Canis lupus familiaris, and Homo sapiens. Three extraction kits were compared aigains each other; Qiagen‘s MagAttract HMW DNA Kit, GE Healthcare‘s Nucleon 
BACC 2 Kit with proprietary protocol, and the Maxwell RSC Whole Blood DNA Kit from Promega.  
Second the influence of storage conditions such as the temperature or time till extraction was investigated (conditions are visible in chapter 5). 
Strong species differences were observed nevertheless it was possible to develope a table with species-specific recommendations for the best kits and storage conditions.  

 

4. Material and Methods 
The sample handling process was always the same; only LoBind Tubes were used, every pipetting step was done with wide bore tips and the DNA was eluted in Tris EDTA Buffer. 
The number of samples was set  to three per species.  
After taking the EDTA whole blood , aliquots were made. So every investigated condition emanate from the same 7 ml Vacutainer EDTA sample tube. The input volume was settled 
on 200 ul for every sample no matter the kit or condition. Every samples was only tested once. 
Since all the tested kits were originally developed for humans, human samples were taken as reference. 
• The Qiagen MagAttract kit is using a magnetic beads based protocol.   
• The GEHealthcare Nucleon BACC 2 kit is using a chloroform based protocol and goes along with lots of manual working steps.    
• The Maxwell RSC Whole Blood DNA kit goes along with an machinal extraction. 
The integrity of the genomic DNA was measured using pulsed-field gel elektrophoresis on the FEMTO Pulse with the genomic DNA 165 kb kit. 
The purity was measured on Thermo Sientific Nano Drop 2000. 

  

3. Aims/ Leading Question 
First Aim: Identify the best out of the three currently used extraction kits for four mammalian species to yield hmw DNA 
Leading question: Which impact has the chosen kit on the length of the genomic DNA for one given species? 
Second question: Which impact has the chosen kit on the purity of the genomic DNA? 
Second Aim: To investigate the impact of storing temperatur and time of the EDTA whole blood samples prior to isolation on the fragment length of the DNA for one species? 
Leading Question: Which effect has the temperature during storage of EDTA whole blood samples prior isolation on the fragment length of the DNA for one species? 
Second question: Which effect has the time at a given temperature during storage of the EDTA whole blood samples prior to isolation on the fragment length of the DNA for one 
species? 

 

2. Introduction 
The Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) Platform of the University of Bern receives veterinary samples for research purposes from all 
around the world. Most of the them are EDTA whole blood samples and they arrive the lab in common mailers or cardboard boxes. 
Therein is no temperature regulation element for the varying period of time till arrival. Species-specific differences in whole blood 
composition were known [1] and made it difficult to give general advices in sample handling. A table of recommendations would help to 
improve the terms of transport and so the quality of the genomic DNA and sequencing results can be raised. The Institute of Genetics 
defines hmw DNA as molecules with a length over 100 kilobasepairs (kb). It only accepts samples where 50% of the genomic DNA 
reaches a molecule length over 100 kb.  
 

 

 

5. Results 

Results of purity:                             Results of integrity:      

 

6. Discussion 
To reach validate the results, additional samples per species should be analyzed in independent replication experiments.  
Many differences betweeen species were observed. To clarify wheter an extraction kit is suitable for a certain species or not is very 
difficult. This evaluation was hampered by the fact that the kit specific reagents were of unknow content. The only available 
evidences were the different temperatures, incubation times and mechanical forces dependet on the extraction method. 
It is very difficult to interpret the influence of time without regarding the storage temperature.   
Common feature between species:  
• The Promega Maxwell RSC instrument failed in every case probably due to high mechanical forces.  
• Freezing steps seems to have an negative impact on hmw DNA. So DNA breaks during crystal forming or might get degraded 
after cell destruction when interacting with plasma enzymes during thawing process.   
None of the kits produced more than 25 % of acceptable OD 260/280 values, this leads to a sample beads purification anyway.  
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OD	260/280 Max Qia BACC	2
Minimum 1.46 1.42 0.42
Q1 1.71 1.71 1.84
Median 1.76 1.77 1.88
Q3 1.82 1.83 2.00
Maximum 1.95 1.98 2.79

Q1-Minimum 0.25 0.29 1.42
Q1 1.71 1.71 1.84
Median-Q1 0.05 0.06 0.04
Q3-Median 0.06 0.07 0.12
Maximum-Q3 0.13 0.15 0.80

Fig.	2.1:	On	the	le(	side	
you	can	see	EDTA	whole	
blood	from	a	horse.	On	
the	right	side	is	EDTA	
whole	blood	from	ca<le.	
Both	samples	were	taken	
and	aliquoted	at	the	
same	Ame.	The	
difference	in	speed	of	
sedimentaAon	is	visible.	

Fig.	5.1:	Results	NanoDrop		values		OD	260/280	
	

Fig.	5.2:	Results	NanoDrop		values		OD	260/230	
	

Fig.	5.3:	Results	Horse	(Equus	caballus)	

Fig.	5.4:	Results	Dog	(Canis	lupus	familiaris)	
	

Fig.	5.5:	Results	Human	(Homo	sapiens)	
	

Fig.	5.6:	Results	Ca<le	(Bos	primigenius	taurus)	
	
	




